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Forefront’s Team Patents a Streamlined Sequential
Molding Tooling Design
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Tooling design can be critical to
achieving commercialization goals
because it has a direct impact on
product cosmetics, cost and scalability. Sequential injection molding
offers both cosmetic and throughput
benefits, but in its traditional form
has required a bulky mold and use
of larger tonnage machines to accommodate the external hydraulic
support system. Forefront Medical
Forefront’s Sequential Injection Molding Tool
Technology recently patented a
streamlined sequential tooling design which utilizes a mechanical function inside
face can have multiple cavities. The first side is
the tool to eliminate the need for an external
injected with resin and produces a part that
hydraulic system. The end result is a tool that
cools while the second side produces a part.
easily fits in standard machines of the same
The end result is substantial elimination of
tonnage as conventional injection molding tool,
cooling time which reduces cycle time about
but is 50 percent faster than a conventional
50 percent.
tool.
The challenge with sequential molding is that
Sequential molding is similar to stack molding,
(Continued on page 2)
in that it utilizes a tool with two plates. Each

Case Study: Specialty Syringe Design
Specialty syringe production can present a
range of design and manufacturing challenges
since the product’s mechanism is more complex
than standard syringes, and may require
stronger focus on material compatibility issues
and complex mold tooling. In this case, Forefront Medical Technology was designing a
safety syringe for a customer who had no internal design team.
The project had two different models: a 5milliliter and a 10-milliliter safety syringe. Each
model consisted of ten different components for
the individual syringe. This specialty vacuum
safety syringe is technologically more advanced than the normal 3-component syringes
available in the market with a barrel, plunger
and a plunger seal.

The Challenge
The customer provided 3D computer-aided
design (CAD) files and Forefront’s engineering
team utilized its standardized process to assess customer requirements create Design Development Plan (DDP) and refine the customer
specification. The 3D CAD models provided
by the customer were analyzed and the CAD
geometry was fine-tuned to work appropriately within molding constraints. Design reviews which included functional analysis and
risk evaluation were completed.
There were several potential issues identified
in the design phase that needed to be addressed:
(Continued on page 4)

Will Migrating Your Project to Asia Lower Total Cost?
Medical device manufacturers face continuing
challenges to reduce cost without lowering
quality. At the same time, a key benefit of
globalization has been the emergence of
health care market growth opportunities as
the quality of medical care improves in
densely populated emerging markets such as
China and India. These trends drive many
companies to reassess their manufacturing
and supply chain choices.

cost. The key is finding a partner with the
resources in place to minimize transfer
cost and complexity, who also aligns well
with the goals driving the migration strategy.
Forefront Medical Technology frequently
helps its customers determine whether or
not migration of existing production to
China makes sense for their products.
There are three critical elements that

To understand whether or not migrating a
project to a lower cost region will save money, it is important to look at total benefits of
that move. Labor cost differences alone may
often not be enough to justify the transfer,
since medical devices are often manufactured
in highly automated environments. However,
when lower labor cost is combined with other
synergies such as proximity to emerging
growth markets or the bulk of your supply
chain, the cost equation often makes sense.
A conversion from in-house manufacturing to
outsourcing may also improve the cost equation, by tapping the resources of a company
already resident in the chosen region. This can
eliminate learning curve, improve inventory
turns, reduce internal transaction costs and
simplify logistics, in addition to lowering labor

•

The contract manufacturer must be
able to support regulatory requirements

•

The contract manufacturer’s team
must be able to document the existing process and replicate it

•

Communication among teams should
be clear and convenient for the
customer.

In short, the goal should be to find a
manufacturing partner in a lower cost
region with a proven track record of
meeting its customers’ needs.
The Regulatory Environment

Forefront’s facilities combine world-class
quality with efficient production practices.
must be supported in order to have a
successful migration:

One of the most costly aspects of medical device manufacturing is meeting the
regulatory requirements of different
markets. Often, the cost driver isn’t in
established systems, but instead in the
regulatory requirements learning curve
found in new markets. Most disposable
medical products require high levels of
automation and customized tooling,
which can make selecting multiple suppliers to serve different regions less cost
(Continued on page 3)

Patent
(Continued from page 1)

typically the synchronized injection process is
achieved via the use of an externallymounted hydraulic system. This increases tool
size and weight, often making it suitable only
for larger presses.
Forefront Medical Technology has reached
the Patent Pending stage for a Self-Sufficient
Sequential Locking Device for Injection Molding Tool. This device utilizes an internal mechanical design to provide natural segregation of the left and right parts, plus molding
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process synchronization without the need
of external hardware. It is also designed
for easy removal from the tool. The compact design ensures it will fit standard
machines and the dual-face design doubles the number of cavities per machine.
The Benefit of Working Forefront’s Engineering Team
As this example shows, the team at Forefront Medical Technology is focused not
only on manufacturing quality product;
they also seek to improve overall production technology and processes. The

advantages are twofold. First, ability to
dramatically increase throughput
through technology improvements provides a competitive edge in terms of cost
and scalability for new products. Second, the team’s focus on continuous improvement helps ensure continued focus
on reducing cost later in the product life
cycle, helping add life to a product facing a more competitive market.

Project Migration
(Continued from page 2)

competitive. Working with a contract manufacturer capable of supporting a global device marketing strategy in terms of validation
testing and quality infrastructure saves time
and improves economies of scale.

facility currently holds a FDA Establishment Registration and Class 2 Product
Registered (510k), as well as China FDA
(CFDA)
Efficient Project Transfer

Forefront’s team realizes that speed and
accuracy of transfer can make or break
the cost savings equation. Their engineering team views processes onsite and
then validates all documentation to ensure that it is accurate and includes all
necessary information.

Most companies do not measure project
Efficient Communication
transfer cost accurately. While nonIn addition to money saved by selecting a
recurring engineering costs, tooling and
manufacturing partner with regulatory experCommunication is another area where
any new automation costs are easy to
tise and the appropriate quality system registhe potential costs of inefficiency
trations, there may also be effiare not clearly understood. While
ciencies found in their relationthe most obvious example, would
ships with regulatory agencies.
be the cost of errors made due
Contract manufacturers who regmiscommunication driven by lanularly work with the agencies
guage differences, there are many
relevant to your products represofter costs. When there are signifisent a known supplier to those
cant time differences driven by
agencies and understand the
distance, your team may experibest contacts for addressing any
ence higher attrition related to freissues that may arise. Forefront
quent overtime and/or travel reMedical has a dedicated Reguquired to communicate with the
latory Affairs team whose recontract manufacturer’s team.
sponsibilities include product
registration and CE marking;
Forefront’s team is expert at both production transfer and optimizing Forefront Medical is headquarmaintenance of the Device Histered in Singapore, where English
tory Record (DHR) and technical production processes.
is considered the language of busifile; biocompatibility testing;
ness. Its management team, program
measure, the costs of the team managing
validation and support sterilization; updates
management team and engineering
the transfer and learning curve mistakes
on regulations and communication of new/
team are fluent in English and multiple
are typically not measured.
revised regulations; and intellectual property
Chinese dialects, ensuring that project
protection.
discussions are fully understood at all
If the project has been previously outlevels of the manufacturing process. Adsourced, there will likely be good process
All Forefront Medical facilities are registered
ditionally, it operates a U.S. Technical
and product documentation. However,
to ISO 9001:2008 and ISO: 13485:2003. All
Center to make it easier for U.S. customwhen projects move from internal manufacilities are also compliant to MDD 93/42/
ers to communicate with personnel in a
facturing to a contract manufacturer,
EC which is the Medical Devices Directive for
time zone convenient to their normal
there is often institutional knowledge that
European Community, MHLW Japan's Pharwork schedule.
does not get automatically transferred.
maceutical Affairs Law (PAL) and Ministerial
Ordinance #169, ISO 15378 which is focused
on primary packaging materials for medicinal
products, ISO 14001 which is focused on environmental management, ISO 18001, which is
focused on occupational health and safety
management, and ISO 27001, focused on
information security management. All facilities
are FDA and Japan registered as foreign
contract manufacturers. Its JiangSu, China
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Having a partner with the manufacturing
and engineering skills necessary to assess, document and transfer the process
can save significant amounts of money.
Since fielding the team to manage the
transfer is the contract manufacturer’s
responsibility, the customer easily saves
several thousand dollars per week in
combined travel cost and personnel time.

Migrating products to a lower cost region can save money. However, when
evaluating and selecting potential suppliers, careful attention should be paid
to the ability of that supplier to efficiently manage the transfer and provide
appropriate levels of support.

Specialty Syringe Case Study
(Continued from page 1)

•

There were 10 parts in the syringe
that needed to assemble together
precisely and correctly in order to
perform the specified mechanical
functions

•

Material selection needed to meet
both medical grade standards and
be compatible with desired functionality requirements

•

The cosmetic aspect of the parts
needed to meet the customer’s appearance and transparency requirements

•

The high volume target volume
quantity added complexity to the
mold scale-up strategy.

pylene (PP) selected did not provide adequate transparency in the syringe barrel so
Forefront worked out an enhanced grade
of PP resin from the supplier. Thermoplastic
polyolefin (TPO) was selected for the
plunger seal to provide optimum motion.
The material selection and qualification
process was shortened because Forefront
maintains a database of approved materials which includes a full range of medicalgrade polymers. While the best material

Forefront takes a vertically integrated
approach to tooling fabrication. The
tooling design process included a design
for manufacturability (DFM) phase, followed by development of the mold specification. Mold-flow analysis tools were
used to “virtually” test that design assumptions will support molding with minimal scrap and minimization of secondary
finishing processes. This level of computer
analysis minimizes design iterations on
tooling.
Forefront’s team determined that a single cavity mold could be developed that
would simultaneously mold the 10 components utilized in syringe for volume
production. Family molds were created
for the prototype stage.

The Solution
Determining the correct materials involved some trial and error. The team
originally proposed using thermoplastic
elastomer (TPE) with polypropylene. The
customer felt that the original polypro-

will vary depending on application, cost
considerations and desired functionality,
Forefront’s team is often able to recommend pre-approved materials choices to
reduce product development time.

Forefront’s team can support a wide range
of syringe manufacturing requirements.

